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What a ridiculous planning application. This proposed cathedral to consumerism will stand towering
above three small villages and become a landmark challenging Arundel Castle and Cathedral. The road
infrastructure cannot cope currently with Church Lane being a small B road and Yapton Road the same.
Linking them Horsemere Green Lane is banned for vehicles over 7.5 tons but, guess what, the vehicles
consistently use that road. Within spitting distance are residential homes already suffering skip lorries
bundling through country lanes at excess speed, noise pollution from factories ignoring regulations,
and this can and will only lead to further pollution and immense environmental destruction in an area
where several species are in danger of losing habitat further. In Sussex there are several better sites
available that are fit for purpose, but are these being ignored in the sake of profit? The site is close to
residential homes, homes bought in the countryside. This application will be bringing in waste from
West Sussex's larger towns and ergo bringing in traffic that is both adding to an environmental
problem in regards to pollution, destruction of habitat and traffic. Why is there a need to dump waste
in an area of beauty when there are sites available closer to the producers of waste? My final thoughts
are that in the last year there have been planning applications for more houses locally, some 400 plus
that I know of. None with any CIL payments, no improvement of infrastructure and no thought for a
community which can be traced back to the Doomsday Book and has remained at this village level.
This is an ill though application and I am grateful that one member of our small community pointed the
application out to me as I would not have been able to object as despite living under a mile away and
directly effected by this carbuncle of a scheme once again planning notices are hidden from the public.
This is a very simple NO.
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